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SUMMARY 
 

This video project is highlighting MYEINSTEINHEALTH which is Einstein Healthcare 

Network’s patient portal.  The patient portal is a free, secure and convenient website to 

view electronic health records.  This video was created to help increase overall patient 

portal sign-up.  The 2009 American Recovery and Reinvestment Act (ARRA) changed 

the healthcare IT landscape for providers by offering money in exchange for the 

adoption and implementation of electronic health records.  This video conveys how a 

patient's healthcare experience will be enhanced by using the portal. The training goal 

was to demonstrate 4 key benefits of using the MYEINSTEINHEALTH patient portal. 

 Check latest lab results 

 Request medication refills 

 Schedule appointments 

 Send messages to the care team   
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PROGRAM NEEDS ANALYSIS 
DATE:    JUNE 7, 2015 

WORKING TITLE:  MYEINSTEINHEALTH PATIENT PORTAL 

SUBJECT:    ELECTRONIC HEALTH RECORDS (EHR) 

CLIENT:   JULIE MASSEY, CHIEF MEDICAL INFORMATION OFFICER (CMIO), 

EINSTEIN HEALTHCARE NETWORK 

OTHER APPROVALS: KEN LEVITAN, CHIEF INFORMATION OFFICER (CIO), EINSTEIN 

HEALTHCARE NETWORK 

CONTENT EXPERTS:  THOMAS ZARRA, MSN, RN, NE-BC, CLINICAL INFORMATICS 

MANAGER, EINSTEIN HEALTHCARE NETWORK 

 DENISE MERSKY, PROJECT MANAGER, EINSTEIN HEALTHCARE 

NETWORK 

FYI COPIES:   N/A 

DEADLINE:   JULY 30, 2015 

 

PROBLEM 

The Affordable Care Act’s Meaningful Use Stage 2 policy requires that patients have 

access to electronic health records. Einstein Healthcare Network (EHN) fulfilled the initial 

requirement and partnered with Cerner Health’s software solution to create a portal 

known as MYEINSTEINHEALTH.  There are additional requirements that have since 

followed and now EHN needs more patients to logon to view their healthcare records 

and send messages to their primary care doctors via the portal during the 12-month 

measurement cycle of 2015.  Analytics of patient adoption and usage of the portal will 

be gathered for year 2015 and used to determine the total amount of Medicare 

reimbursements that the network will receive for 2016.  If Einstein Healthcare Network 

does not meet the measurement requirements, they can be penalized by 1% of all 

Medicare reimbursements in 2016 (a cost valued at 12 to 16 million dollars). 

BACKGROUND 

The Affordable Care Act revolutionized traditional healthcare.  Medicare 

reimbursements are now based off of patient quality instead of patient volumes.  

Patient portals are now standard practice at all major health systems.  Portals allow 

patients to view their health records and help the Centers for Medicare & Medicaid 

Services (CMS) to track reporting and measurement among hospitals.  
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Meaningful Use (MU) regulatory requirements [Stage 1 or Stage 2] are listed below:  

Requirement:  

EPs (Eligible Providers) or EH Stage 1 - Provide patients with an electronic copy of their 

health information (including diagnostic test, results, problem list, medication lists, 

medication allergies) upon request. 

EHs (Eligible Hospitals) Stage 2- Provide patients the ability to view online, download, 

and transmit information about a hospital admission. 

Einstein Healthcare Network implemented the patient portal under the name IQ Health 

in February, 2012 and in April 2014 renamed the portal to MYEINSTEINHEALTH. 

RELATIONSHIP TO COMPANY GOALS 

This media project aligns with Einstein Healthcare Network’s 4th pillar goal of increasing 

patient education. The video will increase our patients’ awareness of the portal and 

help them manage their healthcare by taking advantage of the portal’s latest features 

and benefits.  

AUDIENCE 

Patient Volume from fiscal year 2014 

 Hospital Admissions: 43,000+ 

 Emergency Room Visits: 153,000+ 

 Outpatient Visits: 763,000+ 

Employees:  8,900 total+ 

Many of our employees are also our patients and use EHN for their healthcare needs. 

AUDIENCE DEMOGRAPHICS 

The ethnic mix of our patients is diverse consisting of Caucasian, African American, 

Hispanic, and Asian.  EHN’s language department conducts 15,000 interpretations per 

year for non-English speaking patients in over 50 languages.  The top non-English 

languages are:  Spanish, French, Korean, Russian, Sign Language, and Khmer 

(Cambodian).  Data is not available at this time of male to female ratio.  

AUDIENCE/INTEREST NEED 

Many of our patients are familiar and heavily utilize the main EHN website:   

www.einstein.edu. On our current website we have three primary “call-to-actions” that 

we measure conversions for:  1) Request an Appointment 2) Find a Doctor and 3) Sign 

up for an Information Session.  We added a MYEINSTEINHEALTH button on all webpages 

and it clicks to information page that has a login button. 

http://www.einstein.edu/
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AUDIENCE KNOWLEDGE EXPERIENCE 

The patient portal will provide a quicker and more efficient process for patients to 

access to their Einstein Healthcare Network medical records.  Patients can use their 

desktop computers, tablets or mobile phones to request appointments, check lab 

results, renew prescriptions, review personal health information, review discharge 

instructions, send messages to their primary care doctor and update their profiles and 

contact information. 

Unfortunately, Einstein’s patient portal was never sufficiently promoted because it was 

executed through the Information Technology Department without notifying the 

Marketing Department in 2012.  The IT department mailed out 1062 invitations and 674 

patients accepted the invitation and signed up in 2012.  No press releases or marketing 

materials were created or distributed to our patient community until the Marketing 

Department got involved in April 2014.  Marketing renamed the portal and created 

printed materials and added an information and FAQ page to the EHN main website. 

Knowledge and sign-up of the portal is widely done through patient encounters with 

doctors (patient visits) and emergency room visits.  

AUDIENCE ATTITUDES 

According a 2009 study conducted by Beth Israel Deaconess Medical Center in Boston, 

MA, led to determine how patients feel about converting to EMRs (electronic medical 

records), patients want a modern healthcare experience and open to having 

electronic medical records play a more central role in their care. (Source:  

http://www.healthcareitnews.com/news/study-reveals-patients-attitudes-toward-emr-

conversion)  

OBJECTIVES 

Our goal is for our patients to stay connected with their healthcare team and access 

their personal medical information anytime online with MYEINSTEINHEALTH.  

Having viewed the proposed program, audience members will be able to  

Primary 

Observe four benefits of using the portal: 

1. Check their latest lab results 

2. Request medication refills 

3. Schedule their appointments 

4. Send messages to their care team and  

Secondary 

5. Feel like their healthcare experience will be enhanced by using the portal. 

http://www.healthcareitnews.com/news/study-reveals-patients-attitudes-toward-emr-conversion
http://www.healthcareitnews.com/news/study-reveals-patients-attitudes-toward-emr-conversion
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DISTRIBUTION 

The video will distributed in web format for all EHN websites and intranet sites, and 

uploaded to the software platform used to maintain the tv monitors and video screens 

throughout the network.  The Public Relations Department will upload the video to the 

social media outlets such as YouTube, Facebook, and Twitter.   The video will also be 

distributed via our email marketing software Hubspot will can track analytics.  

UTILIZATION 

The video will be used for employee orientations, open house events and social media 

engagement. Once the video is added to the main EHN website, its view will be 

tracked and measured on a monthly basis.  

EVALUATION 

A survey will be sent via social media and to employees and patients via our internal 

and external email newsletters to evaluate the reaction to the video. 
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CONTENT OUTLINE 
 

I. WHAT IS THE MYEINSTEINHEALTH PATIENT PORTAL? 

A free and secure, password-protected, patient portal website that gives 

Einstein Healthcare patients access to their Einstein Healthcare Network 

medical records.   

 

Patients can stay connected with their healthcare team and access their 

personal medical information anytime online. Patients can use the portal to:   

 Check your latest lab results 

 Request medication refills 

 Schedule their appointments 

 Send messages to their care team 

When a patient logs into the patient portal, these four options appear on the 

top navigation menu of the website.  

 

II. IMPORTANTANCE OF MYEINSTEINHEALTH 

 

 Patient portals are now standard practice at all major health systems.  

 Accessing personal medical records can help patients to be more 

actively involved in their own health care.  

 Having access to their family members’ health information may 

patients take care of them more easily. 

 

III. HOW TO ACCESS MYEINSTEINHEALTH 

 

To get started with enrollment to MYEINSTEINHEALTH, patients must ask a 

health care provider to register them at their next appointment or admission 

to an Einstein facility. MYEINSTEINHEALTH registration requires an in-person visit 

to an Einstein Healthcare facility (hospital, doctor offices, out-patient centers, 

etc.) for security purposes. Creating an account will give patients secure, 

password protected access to their health information and medical records. 

 

If patients already have a MYEINSTEINHEALTH account, MYEINSTEINHEALTH 

can be accessed from any electronic device.   Patients can click on the 

MYEINSTEINHEALTH button found at the top of the page of every page of 

Einstein Healthcare’s primary website www.einstein.edu to reach the login 

http://www.einstein.edu/
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page.  

 

IV. ELIGIBILITY 

MYEINSTEINHEALTH is available free to all current Einstein Healthcare Network 

patients and employees over 18 years old with an email account.  Einstein 

Healthcare Network employees should use a non-Einstein email account for 

the patient portal, as this is the email address used to reset the password and 

may be made inactive if the person is no longer an Einstein employee. 

 

If desired, any MYEINSTEINHEALTH patient can also grant proxy to another 

person in order to view his or her record. 

 

V. HOW TO USE MYEINSTEINHEALTH 

To change the portal password, follow the “Forgot my password” link and 

enter the email address used to set up the account and the security question 

from the patient’s account signup. 

 

If a patient forgets their PIN number, they can follow the reset password in the 

email they will receive to regain access to their account. 

 

If a patient’s email address changes, they can log in to MYEINSTEINHEALTH, 

by clicking on the icon to the right of their name and open “Notifications”. 

Here they can change where communications related to their account are 

sent. 

 

To cancel or deactivate the patient portal account, patients should first log 

in, then click on the icon to the right of their name and select “Account”. 

Click on “Update Account” settings, then select “Delete Account”. 

 

If a patient does not see any information in their profile, they may not have 

any information to add yet, or it has been less than 36 hours since their 

information was gathered (the amount of time necessary to post 

information). Information from other hospital systems is not available on 

MYEINSTEINHEALTH. 

 

VI. MYEINSTEINHEALTH SECURITY 

Einstein Healthcare Network does not share or sell patient information to any 

outside organizations. 
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The MYEINSTEINHEALTH patient portal is private, secure and protected. 

Einstein Healthcare Network has put safeguards in place to protect our 

patients’ health information.  

 

To make sure that your private health information is safe from unauthorized 

access:   

 MYEINSTEINHEALTH is hosted on a secure connection and accessed via 

an encrypted, password-protected logon.  

 

 Einstein Healthcare Network has an auditing feature that keeps a 

record of who accessed the patient information, what changes were 

made, and when.  

 

Patients should follow safety tips when accessing the MYEINSTEINHEALTH. 

Einstein Healthcare Network encourages patients to always remember to 

protect their username and password from others, and make sure to only log 

on to MYEINSTEINHEALTH from a personal or secure computer. 

  

VII. MYEINSTEINHEALTH SUPPORT 

The primary care provider can answer specific questions related to a 

patient’s medical record. Patients should contact their primary care provider 

if they: 

 Are looking for specific lab results not on the MYEINSTEINHEALTH record 

(currently, radiology and biopsy results are not available on 

MYEINSTEINHEALTH) 

 Wish to obtain education information about a medical diagnosis or lab 

result 

 Wish to obtain a copy of their entire medical record 

 Notice that information listed on the portal is incorrect 

 Need more information than is available on the portal 

 

If a patient is having technical difficulties or trouble logging in, please contact 

the Cerner help desk at 1-877-621-8014. 
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PROGRAM TREATMENT 
The video begins with the MYEINSTEINHEALTH logo on the screen with a white 

background while music is playing softly in the background.   

Next an Einstein employee named Robert sits on a bench outside of Einstein Medical 

Center Montgomery (EMCM) and he talks to the camera about how we are in a digital 

world and how we are doing everything these days online.  

He mentions how we take classes online and you see him in a library with books near a 

laptop.  Robert continues to speak and says that we shop online and you see Robert 

with his credit card in his hand in front of a computer about to purchase some sneakers.  

The sneakers appear on the screen of the computer.   Lastly, you see Robert holding a 

telephone bill and using his phone to pay the bill at the same time saying that we even 

pay our bills online.   

Then Robert pauses and looks straight at the camera and asks the question that isn’t 

time we manage our healthcare online?  At this point he is in the lobby in front of a 

desk at Einstein Medical Center Philadelphia (EMCP). 

Then the MYESINTEINHEALTH logo appears and a narrator explains what 

MYEINSTEINHEALTH is all about. Then the patient portal’s landing page appears as the 

narrator continues to speak.  

Then the narrator says let’s look at the benefits of using MYEINSTEINHEALTH. As the 

narrator speaks of the 1st benefit which is MYEINSTEIN HEALTH lets you check your latest 

lab results, the viewers see the number 1 appear and the text “Check your latest lab 

results” slide in from the bottom instantly.  Then, images of patients getting blood work 

appear. 

Then the narrator says the 2nd benefit and the number 2 appears and the text slide from 

the left onto the screen “Request medication refills” and a photo of someone holding 

an empty pill bottle appears.  

Then the narrator mentions the 3rd benefit and the number 3 and the 3rd benefit text 

slide onto the screen “Schedule their appointments” and a photo of a patient using a 

laptop appears.   

Finally the number 4 appears and the text “Send messages to their care team” and 

photos of a patient holding a tablet and another patient looking at their cell phone 

appear.  
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Next a photo of the emergency department shows and the narrator discusses how 

patients sign up, the eligibility, and access.  As the narrator speaks, 5 different 

screenshots of pages within the patient portal display:   

1. login page 

2. lab results page, 

3. medicine refill page,  

4. schedule appointment page and  

5. send messages page.  

The narrator mentions security, convenience, and instant use.  

The final scene will show Robert outside of the main hospital. Robert states that 

MYEINSTEINHEALTH is available now and informs patients how to register.  Robert gives 

the final call-to-action which is to enroll into the program. Since patients cannot sign-up 

directly, patients must ask their healthcare provider to register them at their next visit 

with Einstein. 
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SCRIPT 
Shots Video/Shot Description Audio & Dialogue 

 GRAPHIC:   

FULL SCREEN OF MYEINSTEINHEALTH 

LOGO  

MUSIC:   

SOFT, INSTRUMENTAL UNDER 

1 DISSOLVE TO:   

CU OF ROBERT’S HANDS HOLDING A 

TABLET 

ROBERT:  “We’re living in a digital 

world”  

2 EXT:  EMCM’S FRONT ENTRANCE 

MS OF ROBERT SITTING ON A BENCH 

HOLDING THE TABLET. 

“and we’re doing everything these 

days online. 

3 INT:  OFFICE 

O/S OF ROBERT’S SHOULDER 

LOOKING AT COMPUTER LCD SCREEN 

SHOWING AMAZON.COM 

 “We shop online.” 

4 INT:  LIBRARY 

MS OF ROBERT AT A TABLE WITH 

BOOKS AND LAPTOP 

“We pay our bills online.” 

5 INT:  EMCP’S CAFETERIA 

CS OF ROBERT IS SITTING AT A LUNCH 

TABLE HOLDING A CREDIT CARD IN 

ONE HAND AND HIS PHONE IN THE 

OTHER LOOKING AT THE PHONE AND 

THEN LOOKS UP TO SPEAK 

 “We even take classes online.” 
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6 INT:  EMCP’S LOBBY 

CU OF ROBERT 

 “Isn’t time we managed our 

healthcare online?” 

 DISSOLVE TO:   

GRAPHIC:   

FULL SCREEN OF MEH LOGO 

NARRATOR (VO):  “Now you can, 

Einstein Healthcare Network is proud 

to present the MYEINSTEINHEALTH 

patient portal powered by Cerner 

Health” 

7 INT:  HOME OFFICE 

O/S OF PATIENT’S SHOULDER 

NAVIGATING TO THE MEH LOGO ON 

THE EINSTEIN.EDU WEBSITE AND 

CLICKING ON LOGIN BUTTON 

“MYEINSTEINHEALTH is a secure, 

convenient and easy way to access 

your lab results and health records 24 

hours a day and 7 days a week.” 

 DISSOLVE TO:   

GRAPHIC:   

PATIENT WHO IS SITTING BEHIND A 

COMPUTER 

“MYEINSTEINHEALTH is available free 

to all current Einstein Healthcare 

Network patients and employees 

over 18 years old with an email 

account.” 

 GRAPHIC:   

PATIENT WHO IS LOOKING AT THEIR 

TABLET/PHONE 

“You may log onto 

MYEINSTEINHEALTH from your 

desktop, tablet, or laptop.” 

 DISSOLVE TO:   

GRAPHIC:   

SCREENSHOT OF MEH/CERNER LOGIN 

PAGE 

“Let’s take a look at some of the 

exciting benefits MYEINSTEINHEALTH 

offers” 
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 GRAPHIC:   

SCREENSHOT OF RESULTS PAGE 

“MYEINSTEINHEALTH lets you check 

your latest lab results.” 

 GRAPHIC:   

EMPTY MEDICINE BOTTLE 

“Request medication refills.” 

 GRAPHIC:   

CUSTOMER SERVICE REP W/ HEADSET 

“Request and view upcoming 

appointments.” 

 GRAPHIC:   

SCREENSHOT OF MESSAGES PAGE W/ 

CURSOR ON SEND A MESSAGE 

BUTTON  

“Send messages to your care team.” 

8 DISSOLVE TO: 

INT:  EMCP LOBBY/FRONT DESK 

CS OF ROBERT 

ROBERT:  “MYEINSTEINHEALTH is just 

one way that we are trying to 

improve the patients’ experience at 

Einstein Healthcare Network” 

 

“MYEINSTEINHEALTH will continue to 

evolve and the amount of 

healthcare information on the portal 

will continue to increase.” 

9 EXT: EMCEP EMERGENCY ROOM 

ENTRANCE 

WS OF ROBERT  

“MYEINSTEINHEALTH registration 

requires an in-person visit to an 

Einstein Healthcare facility such as a 

hospital, doctor office, or out-patient 
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center.  To enroll, ask your healthcare 

provider to register you at your next 

appointment or admission to 

Einstein.” 

 DISSOLVE TO: 

GRAPHIC: 

EINSTEIN HEALTHCARE NETWORK 

MORE THAN MEDICINE LOGO 

MUSIC:  OUT 
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STORYBOARD 

This storyboard is limited to scenes that will be shot with a video camera.  A new 

story board will be created to show all scenes of the commercial.
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SHOOTING SCHEDULE  

Day Scene Set Shot 

Type 

Inside/Outside Duration Cast 

 

Meet at Einstein Medical Center Philadelphia (EMCP) lobby at 9 a.m. – Setup 30 minutes 

Day 1 6 EMCP lobby CU Inside 10 Robert 

 8 EMCP lobby CS Inside 20 Robert 

 5 EMCP cafeteria CS Inside 15 Robert 

 

Relocate to Front & Olney Building, Suite 503 (Marketing Department) 1 p.m. - Setup 15 minutes 

Travel time – 30 minutes 

Day 1 4 Office/Library MS Inside 10  Robert 

 7 Office/Library O/S  

b-roll 

no 

audio 

Inside 10  Patient/Lisa 

 

Meet at Einstein Medical Center Montgomery (EMCM) lobby at 9 a.m. – Setup 30 minutes 

Day 2 1 EMCM front 

entrance 

CU Outside 15 Robert 

 2 EMCM front 

entrance 

MS Outside 10 Robert 

 

Relocate to Einstein Medical Center Elkins Park (EMCEP) 1 p.m. – Setup 15 minutes, 

 Travel time -1 hour 

Day 2 9 EMCEP ER WS Outside 30 Robert 
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TIME BUDGET 

 

 Pre-Production 

o Scout Location(s): 

 Visit EMCP lobby and cafeteria  Estimated 1 hour 

 Visit EMCM     Estimated 2 hours 

 Visit EMCEP     Estimated 1 hour 

 Note electrical outlets, lighting, and possible shots  

o Create and carry out the following: 

 Needs analysis     2 hours 

 Phone Pre-Interview    15 minutes 

 Discussion with lead narrator/actor  15 minutes 

 Content Outline    1 hour 

 Treatment and Scripting   2 hours and 30 minutes 

 Shooting Schedule    2 hour 

 Storyboard                 30 minutes 

 

 

 Total Pre-Production Time:    12 hours 30 minutes 

 

 Production 

o Set-up shot      Estimated 1 hour 30 minutes 

o Travel Time      Estimated 1 hour 30 minutes  

o Equipment 

 Video 

 JVC Mini DV camcorder 

 1 Ultra HD Flip cam (backup) 

 Tripod 

 2 60-minute Mini-DV tape 

 1 camera batteries + AC power 

 Audio 

 1 microphone and microphone cable (borrowed from Marketing 

Dept) 

 Microphone battery 

 Headphones 

 Lighting 

 Two light sources (borrowed from Marketing Dept) 

 Gaffers tape 

 Release forms (2 La Salle 56 release form – Robert and Lisa) 

 Extension Cords  

 Clapper Board 

o Set-Up and Shooting Time:     Estimated 3 hours 30 minutes 

o Crew 

 Lead Actor/ Narrator  

 Camera operator 

 Production Assistant 

o Total Production Time:     6.5 hours  

 

 Post-Production 

o Equipment 
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 1 Mini-DV tape of raw footage 

 1 Mini-DV of raw b-roll footage 

 Film cam footage ( if needed) 

 2 DVDs of edited package 

o Producer Post Production 

 Compile Deliverables     1 hour and 30 minutes 

 9 Voiceovers      1 hour and 30 minutes 

o Editing 

 Logging      2 hours 

 9 Graphics      2 hours 

 Edit Decision List (EDL)/Batch Capture Listing  1 hour  

 Logging clips      1 hour 

 Editing Process      5 hours 

       

Total Post Production Time:    14 hours   

 

Total Project Time:       33 hours    

 

YOUTUBE VIDEO 

 

The following video was created for my graduate course class project and used an untrained actor (my 

husband Ezra Bush).  Hopefully, it will give you an idea how the video can be executed with professional 

actors. 

https://youtu.be/7m3iUxsaSto  

https://youtu.be/7m3iUxsaSto

